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In this chapter, we will show how to run load tests for 2 scenarios, derive the results 

from these test runs, and show how autoscaling contributes towards increase in 

throughput when the load increases, whereas the response times are more or less 

constant. Moreover, we will show how the performance degrades when the load 

increases & the system does not scale out. Performance degradation can be seen in 

terms of a drastic drop in throughput & a drastic increase in the average response time. 

The increase in the number of failed or timed out requests is another indicator of 

performance degradation. 

4.1 Performance Testing Methodology 

We will be using the popular Apache Bench (ab) tool, which is widely used for 

performance testing Web based systems. In other words, Apache Bench will act as the 

client which loads the system. Although initially developed for benchmarking the 

Apache HTTP server, it is now used for benchmarking other HTTP servers as wel l. 

Our autoscaling system is based on the SOAP/HTTP protocol, hence Apache Bench 

can be effectively used for load testing our system. The payload, total number of 

requests to be sent, as well as the level of concurrency can be provided as input 

parameters to Apache Bench. W c hosted a test Web Service, PerfService, on the 

Axis2 worker nodes. The echo operation in this t~t service is invoked during the test 

runs. The echo operation docs some work that puts a considerable load on the CPU. 

Hence, when an Axis2 node hosting this service is hit with a large number of 

concurrent requests, it will place significant strain on the machine. 

Apache Bench produces a test run report similar to the following at the end of a run. 
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We can clearly get an idea about the response times & throughput by analyzing this 
report. 

The two test scenarios arc as follows: 

.., 
4.1.1 Scenario 1 - No autoscaling 

A single Axis2 worker node sits behind a non-autoscaling Synapse load balancer. A 

single Apache Bench client loads the system & gathers statistics at the end of each . 
run. This scenario is depicted in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Performance Testing Scenario 1. Non-autoscaling single worker instance 

4.1.2 Scenario 2- Autoscaling Enabled 

This is the autoscaling scenario where one or more Axis2 nodes will sit behind a 

Synapse load balancer which is configured for autoscaling. A single Apache Bench 
.., 

client loads the system & gathers stat istics at the end of each run. This scenario is 

depicted in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: Performance Testing Scenario 2. Autoscaling system 

4.2 Test Results 
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Figure 27: Response Time Variation 
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Figure 28: Throughput Variation 

4.3 Analysis of Test Results 
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When there is no autoscaling, the throughput of the system is constant even though the 

number of concurrent request is increasing. Also. the response time drastically 

increases. When autoscaling is enabled, the throughput increases with concurrency, 

and the response time is almost constant. However, we cannot achieve ideal 

throughput values & response times because an AMT take a few minutes to start up, 

hence during those few minutes, there is a performance degradation. This is because 

during these few minutes it takes an AM I to bootup, the extra requests have to be 

served by the current group of Axis2 nodes. The gap between the ideal throughput & 

the actual throughput is due to the this reason. The respective graphs are shown in 

Figure 27 & Figure 28. 

This shows that the system nicely scales when the concurrency increases. The clients 

do not see a significant drop in the quality of service & response times. 
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